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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž w x.In the Ericksen]Leslie continuum theory e.g., see 10 for nematic
liquid crystals, the bulk energy is given by
W n s W =n, n dx, 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H
V
where n is the unit vector describing the optical axis at point x g V,
3 Ž .V ; R is the volume occupied by the material, and W =n, n is the
Oseen]Frank energy density. This energy density is given by
2 22W =n, n s K div n q K n ? curl n q K n ? = n ? n ? = n, 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
w xwhere the K ’s are material constants and positive 7 .i
The static equilibrium configurations which we observe are presumably
configurations which, at least locally, minimize the bulk energy subject to
the imposed boundary conditions, such as
n x s u x , x g › V ,Ž . Ž .
where u is a given unit vector defined on › V. Both the theoretical and the
numerical analyses of this problem are difficult because the admissible
Ž . < Ž . <configurations, n x , must satisfy the non-convex constraint n x s 1 for
w xall x g V 2, 9, 11 .
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w xIn 4, 18 , it was observed that at equilibrium the optical axis of nematic
liquid crystals, confined between two coaxial circular cylinders, is
x y
2 2 2n x s , , 0 , r s x q y , 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /r r
Ž .if we choose cylindrical coordinates r, u , z so that the z-axis is the
Ž .common axis of the cylinders. But configuration 1.3 is no longer the
equilibrium when the ratio of the radius of the inner cylinder to that of the
Ž w x.outer cylinder is less than a critical value see 1 for the following energy
density:
< < 2W =n, n s =n . 1.4Ž . Ž .
The above energy density is associated with harmonic maps and is related
Ž . Ž w x.to the one in 1.2 see 1, 15 .
Ž . Ž .In this article, we discuss the static equilibriums of 1.1 , 1.2 on an
annular domain. These equilibriums are important to the bifurcation
w xanalysis of Couette flows studied in 4, 13 . For planar shear flows in
nematic liquid crystals, there is one configuration between two parallel
w xplates when those plates are fixed 14 . But on an annular domain, we can
have multiple radial solutions of the Euler]Lagrange equations associated
Ž . Ž .with the problem 1.1 , 1.2 . Along the solution branch describing the
Ž .equilibrium given in 1.3 , we have found that when the ratio of the radius
of the inner cylinder to that of the outer cylinder is less than a critical
Ž .value given by the material constants K ’s, the configuration in 1.3 is noi
longer stable. In Section 2, we show the existence of multiple radial
solutions when K , K , and the ratio of the radius of the outer circle to1 3
that of the inner circle satisfy certain conditions. In Section 3 we obtain
some bifurcation and stability results for those radial solution branches.
2. PROBLEMS
We consider a layer of the nematic liquid crystal enclosed between two
long coaxial cylinders, the inner one with radius R and the outer one with1
Ž .radius R . Here we choose cylindrical polar coordinates r, c , z so thatˆ2
the z-axis is the common axis of the cylinders. For the radial alignments n
in annular domain, we only consider
n s sin u r , cos u r , 0 . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ
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Ž w x.Then the Euler]Lagrange equations e.g., see 10 associated with the
Ž . Ž . Ž .problem 1.1 , 1.2 for the above n r areˆ
22d u 1 du du 1
2 f u q q f 9 u q s 0, 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2ž /ž / ž /r dr drdr rˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
p p
u R s , u R s , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1 22 2
Ž . 2 2where f u s K cos u q K sin u is positive since K and K are posi-1 3 1 3
w x Ž .tive 7 . The boundary conditions 2.2 follow from the experiments done in
w x4, 18 .
r Ž . Ž .If we make the change of variables, r s e , then problem 2.2 , 2.3ˆ
becomes
22d u du
2 f u q f 9 u q 1 s 0, 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 ž /ž /drdr
p
u ln R s u ln R s . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2
Ž . Ž .We first discuss the existence of solutions of problem 2.4 , 2.5 .
pŽ .THEOREM 2.1. 1 When K F K , u ’ is the only solution of problem1 3 2
Ž . Ž .2.4 , 2.5 .
pŽ .2 When K ) K and K r K y K p G ln R rR , u ’ is' Ž .Ž .1 3 3 1 3 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .the only solution of problem 2.4 , 2.5 .
Ž .3 When K ) K and1 3
ln R rR K ln R rR2 1 3 2 1
- p - , 2.6Ž .(N q 1 K y K N1 3
Ž . Ž .where N is a positi¤e integer, problem 2.4 , 2.5 has not only the tri¤ial
psolution u ’ , but also exactly 2 N nontri¤ial solutions. For each e¤en integer2
2k, 0 - 2k F N, there is a solution u with k identical maxima u and k2 k max
pidentical minima u s p y u , where - u - p . Also p y u ismin max max 2 k2
another solution with k identical maxima and k identical minima.
Similarly, for each odd integer 2k q 1, 0 - 2k q 1 F N, there is a solu-
tion u with k identical maxima u and k q 1 identical minima u s2 kq1 max min
pp y u , where - u - p . And p y u is a solution with k q 1max max 2 kq12
identical maxima and k identical minima.
p pŽ .Proof. Let us check the trivial solution first. Since f 9 s 0, u ’2 2
Ž . Ž .satisfies problem 2.4 , 2.5 . Hence in the following we only concentrate
Ž . Ž .on those nontrivial solutions of problem 2.4 , 2.5 .
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duŽ . Ž . Ž .To analyze the solution of problem 2.4 , 2.5 , we multiply 2.4 by ,dr
integrate it with respect to r, and obtain
2du
f u q 1 s a, 2.7Ž . Ž .ž /ž /dr
where a is a constant. Assuming that u is a nontrivial solution of problem
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4 , 2.5 , then by the boundary conditions 2.5 we have u 9 r s 0 for0
Ž . Ž .some point r in ln R , ln R . Then 2.7 becomes0 1 2
2du
f u q 1 s f u r . 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0ž /ž /dr
Ž .Observing 2.8 , we obtain the following two necessary conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..i For any critical point r of u r , f u r s f u r .ˆ ˆ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..ii Let r be a critical point of u r ; then f u r G f u r for allˆ ˆ
w xr g ln R , ln R .1 2
Using these two properties, we can determine the possible range of
˜ Ž .maxima u and minima u of the nontrivial solutions of problem 2.4 ,0 0
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2.5 . Since f u s f u , we only need to consider the value of f u for0 0 0
the following three cases:
pŽ . Ž . Ž .0 K s K : It follows directly from problem 2.4 , 2.5 that u ’1 3 2
is the only solution.
pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 K ) K : We have that f np s max f u s K and f np q1 3 1 2
Ž .s min f u s K , where n is integer. There are the following three cases:3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a f u s min f u : By ii , we have that u is constant. Then0
p Ž .u ’ np q for some integer n. By the boundary conditions 2.5 we2
pobtain that u ’ .2
pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b f np q s min f u - f u - f mp s max f u : Since02
p˜ Ž . Ž .u F and f u cannot exceed f u , all maxima of u are equal to u ,0 0 02
˜and less than p and all minima of u are equal to u , and greater than0
p˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .zero. Since f u s f u , we have that u s p y u and 0 - u - -0 0 0 0 0 2
u - p .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .c f u s max f u : The local maxima and the local minima are0
the integer multiples of p .
pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 K - K : We have that f np s min f u s K and f np q1 3 1 2
p˜Ž .s max f u s K , where n is integer. Since u F , there is only one3 0 2
pŽ . Ž .case, f u s max f u . Therefore either u ’ or the local maxima and0 2
pthe local minima of the solution are np q , where n is an integer.2
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Now we would like to show that some solutions with the maximum u0
˜and the minimum u in the possible ranges obtained above can be0
constructed and the others cannot. Since p y u is a solution of problem
Ž . Ž .2.4 , 2.5 when u is a solution, we may consider the solution which is
increasing when t is increasing from ln R . In the following, let us follow1
the order of above cases.
Ž .1 When K ) K , there are three cases:1 3
pŽ .a u ’ is the trivial solution.2
˜Ž . Ž .b 0 - u - u - u - p : By Eq. 2.8 , we have0 0
1r2du f u y f uŽ . Ž .0s " .ž /dr f uŽ .
Solving these two first order ordinary differential equations on
w x Ž .ln R , ln R q r q r see Fig. 1 , we obtain1 1 1 2
f fŽ .u
df s r y ln R ,H 1( f u y f fŽ . Ž .pr2 0
Ž .for r g ln R , ln R q r and1 1 1
f fŽ .u
df s ln R q r q r y r ,H 1 1 2( f u y f fŽ . Ž .pr2 0
Ž .for r g ln R q r , ln R q r q r .1 1 1 1 2
wFor u s u , we get r s r . Similarly on ln R q r q r , ln R q r q0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1
x Ž .r q r q r see Fig. 1 , we obtain r s r . Also we have2 3 4 3 4
f f f cŽ . Ž .pyu u0 0r s y df s dc s r ,H H3 1( (f u y f f f u y f cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .pr2 pr20 0
FIGURE 1.
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Ž . Ž .by letting c s p y f and using f p y u s f u . Thus we obtain r s r1 2
s r s r . Hence the sufficient and necessary conditions for u to have the3 4
maximum u and the minimum p y u is that u has to satisfy the0 0 0
relation
f f ln R rRŽ .u 2 10 df s , 2.9Ž .H ( f u y f f 2kŽ . Ž .pr2 0
where k is the number of interior local extrema. We will show later that
pŽ .the improper integral in 2.9 is convergent for - u - p and this type02
of solution exists under certain conditions.
Ž .c The local extrema of the solution are the integer multiples of
p : Assuming first, that u attains its first maximum, u s mp , for some0
Ž .m G 1, we can solve Eq. 2.9 with u s mp and obtain0
mp f f 1Ž .
df s ln R rR .Ž .H 2 1( f mp y f f 2kŽ . Ž .pr2
But the above identity does not hold since
mp mpf f f fŽ . Ž .
df s dfH H( ( 2f mp y f f K y K sin fŽ . Ž . Ž .pr2 pr2 1 3
mpK3
< <G csc f df s ‘.H(K y K pr21 3
Therefore a solution whose local maxima and local minima are the integer
multiples of p does not exist.
Ž .2 When K - K , there is one case.1 3
pŽ .a The local extrema of solution are np q where n is an2
Ž .Ž .integer: As in 1 c , we may first assume that u attains its maximum,
pu s q np , for some n ) 0. Then we need to check whether the0 2
improper integral
f fŽ .pr2qnp
dfH p( f y f fŽ .Ž .pr2 2
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is divergent. We have
f f f fŽ . Ž .pr2qnp pr2qnp
df s dfH Hp ( 2( f y f f K y K cos fŽ . Ž .Ž .pr2 pr22 3 1
K pr2qnp1
< <G sec f df s ‘.H(K y K pr23 1
Hence when K - K , there is no nontrivial solution.1 3
Thus there is only one case left, namely 0 - p y u - u - u - p and0 0
K ) K . We would like to show that when K and K satisfy certain1 3 1 3
Ž . Ž .conditions, nontrivial solutions of problem 2.4 , 2.5 exist. Let
f fŽ .u0S u s dfŽ . H0 ( f u y f fŽ . Ž .pr2 0
'f f dfŽ .u0sH 2 2pr2 K y K sin f y sin u'Ž . Ž .1 3 0
p pf u y sin j q' Ž . pŽ .pr2 0 2 2s u y cos j dj ,H 0ž /p p 20 f u y f u y sin j q' Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 2 2
p pŽ . Ž .if f s u y sin j q . The second formula for S u will be used later.0 02 2
Ž .The estimate of S u is0
K df' u3 0H 2 2K y K' pr2 sin f y sin u'1 3 Ž .0
f u' dfŽ . u0 0F S u F . 2.10Ž . Ž .H0 2 2K y K' pr2 sin f y sin u'1 3 Ž .0
But
df dfu u0 0s a ,H H2 2 2 2pr2 pr2''sin f y sin u a sin f y 10
1
where a s ) 1.
sin u0
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With the help of the elliptic integral of the first kind, for a2 ) 1 we have
2'df a y 1
a s yF a , ,H 2 2 ž /a'a sin f y 1
where
aa cos f dx
a s arcsin and F a , k s .Ž . H2 2 2' '0a y 1 1 y k sin x
Thus
dfu0H 2 2pr2'sin f y sin u0
u 02'a y 1
syF a f ,Ž .ž /a
pr2
p
2 2' 's yF y , 1 y sin u q F 0, 1 y sin už /0 0ž /2
p p
2's F , 1 y sin u s F , cos p y uŽ .0 0ž / ž /2 2
s K cos p y u , 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .where K k is the complete elliptic integral. Notice that
pŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..q ylim K cos p y u s , lim K cos p y u s ‘. Then byu “p r2 0 u “p 020 0
Ž . Ž .2.10 and 2.11 , we have
p K3
lim S u s , lim S u s ‘,Ž . Ž .0 0(q yp 2 K y K u “pu “ 01 30 2
Ž .since lim f u s K . Thus ifu “p r2 0 30
ln R rR K p ln R rR ln R rR2 1 3 2 1 2 1
- - -(2 N q 1 K y K 2 2 N 2 N y 1Ž . Ž .1 3
ln R rR2 1
- ??? - ,
2 ? 1
pthere is at least one u , - u - p , for each integer k, 0 - k F N0, k 0, k2
such that
ln R rR2 1
S u s .Ž .0, k 2k
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Thus by solving two first order ordinary differential equations with maxi-
mum u s u and minimum u s p y u we can obtain the solu-max 0, k min 0, k
tion u with k extrema and another solution p y u . Therefore there arek k
at least 2 N nontrivial solutions.
Now we would like to show that there are exactly 2 N nontrivial
pŽ .solutions; i.e., S u is strictly increasing as u goes from to p . To obtain0 0 2
w xthis result, we take an approach similar to the one used in 16, 17 . From
Ž .the second formula for S u ,0
p pf u y sin j q' Ž . pŽ .pr2 0 2 2
S u s u y cos j dj ,Ž . H0 0ž /p p 20 f u y f u y sin j q' Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 2 2
we have
p ppr2 y1r22S9 u s 2 cos j f u y sin j q G j , uŽ . Ž .H (0 0 0ž /ž /2 20
y1r2 p pG j , u f 9 u y sin j q pŽ . Ž .Ž .0 0 2 2q u y sin j cos j0ž /p p 2f u y sin j q' Ž .Ž .0 2 2
p py3r2y G j , u f u y sin j qŽ . (0 0ž /ž /2 2
p
= G9 j , u u y cos j dj ,Ž .0 0ž /2
where
p p
G j , u s f u y f u y sin j q ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0ž /ž /2 2
p p
G9 j , u s f 9 u y f 9 u y sin j q sin j .Ž . Ž .0 0 0ž /ž /2 2
Ž .Let us change the variable in the integration of S9 u back to f to obtain0
'2 f fŽ .u02S9 u sŽ . H0 pu y f u y f fpr2 ' Ž . Ž .Ž .0 02
pf yy1r2 2q f u y f f f f f 9 fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 pu y0 2
pf y 2y3r2 1r2y f u y f f f f f 9 u y f 9 f df .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 pž /u y0 2
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Thus
p
2 u y S9 uŽ .0 0ž /2
u y3r20 1r2s f u y f f f fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
pr2
f u pŽ .0
= 2 f u y f f q f 9 f y 1 f yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 ž /ž /ž f f 2Ž .
p p
y f 9 u u y y f 9 f f y dfŽ . Ž .0 0ž / ž /ž / /2 2
u y3r20 1r2s f u y f f f fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
pr2
f u pŽ .0
= 2 f u y f f q f 9 f f yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 ž /ž f f 2Ž .
p
yf 9 u u y df .Ž .0 0ž / /2
pŽ . Ž . w xSince f 9 f s K y K sin 2f G 0 for K ) K and f g , p , and3 1 1 3 2
Ž . Ž .f u rf f G 1, we have0
p
2 u y S9 uŽ .0 0ž /2
u y3r20 1r2G f u y f f f fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
pr2
p p
= 2 f u y f f q f 9 f f y y f 9 u u y dfŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0ž / ž /ž /2 2
u y3r20 1r2s f u y f f f f F u y F f df ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 0 0
pr2
pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .where F f s 2 f f y f 9 f f y . We now show that F f is increas-2
p pw x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ing on , p . The derivative of F f is F9 f s f 9 f y f 0 f f y .2 2
p pŽ . Ž . w xSetting F9 f s 0, we have tan 2f s 2 f y . Solving for f on , p ,2 2
p p pŽ . Ž x Ž . Ž .we obtain f s and F9 f ) 0 on , p . Hence S9 u ) 0 on , p02 2 2
and the theorem follows.
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3. SOME BIFURCATION ANALYSIS
In this section we would like to analyze the stability of those nontrivial
Ž . Ž .solution branches of problem 2.4 , 2.5 bifurcating out from the trivial
psolution branch, u ’ , corresponding to the initial configuration of ne-2
matic liquid crystals in the experiments. But first we would like to formu-
late this problem in an abstract setting and write down some basic
w xtheorems taken from 5, 6 . let us consider an equilibrium problem,
F l, x s 0, 3.1Ž . Ž .
where F: R = X “ Y is twice continuously Frechet differentiable for`
some Banach spaces X and Y. Let F , F , F , etc., denote the variousl x l x
derivatives of F with respect to l g R and x g X. The null space and
Ž . Ž .range of a linear mapping A are denoted by N A and R A . Let dim and
codim denote, respectively, dimension and codimension. A linear map A:
X “ Y is called nonsingular if A is a homeomorphism of X onto Y.
Otherwise A is called singular.
Ž .Suppose that F l, 0 s 0 for l g I, where I is an open interval
Ž .containing l , and that every neighborhood of l , 0 contains zeroes of F0 0
Ž . 4 Ž .not lying on the curve C s l, 0 ; l g I . Then l , 0 is said to be a0
w xbifurcation point with respect to C. In 6 a fairly general criterion is given
Ž . Žfor l , 0 to be a bifurcation point when 0 is a ‘‘simple eigenvalue’’ in a0
. Ž .sense made precise later of the Frechet derivative F l , 0 of F with` x 0
respect to its second argument. These sufficient conditions imply that
ˆ Ž Ž . Ž .. < < 4there is a bifurcating curve C s l s , x s : s - d of zeroes of F
Ž .intersecting C only at l , 0 . We state this main theorem which is0
w x Ž .contained in 6, Theorem 1.7 for the problem 3.1 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that l g a, b and also that0
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 F l, 0 s 0 for l g a, b ,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2 dim N F l , 0 s codim R F l , 0 s 1,x 0 x 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..3 F l , 0 x f R F l , 0 where x g X spans N F l , 0 .l x 0 0 x 0 0 x 0
 4Let Z be any closed subspace of X such that X s span x [ Z. Then there0
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .is a d ) 0 and a C -cur¤e l, f : yd , d “ R = Z such that l 0 s l ,0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. < <f 0 s 0, and, if x s s s x q f s , then F l s , x s s 0 for s - d .0
y1Ž 4. Ž .Furthermore, F 0 near l , 0 consists precisely of the cur¤es x s 0 and0
Ž Ž . Ž .. < <l s , x s for s - d .
Ž . Ž . Ž .The assumptions 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1 imply that F l , 0 has 0 asx 0
Ž .a simple eigenvalue in the following sense. Let B X, Y denote the set of
bounded linear maps of X into Y.
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Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. Let T , K g B X, Y . Then m g R is a K-simple eigen-
value of T if
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 dim N T y mK s codim R T y mK s 1,
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .2 if N T y mK s span x , then Kx f R T y mK .0 0
Ž . Ž .Then the definitions 2 and 3 of Theorem 3.1 may be restated as:
Ž . Ž .F l , 0 has 0 as a F l , 0 -simple eigenvalue. They also show that ifx 0 l x 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .F l , 0 has 0 as a K-simple as well as F l , 0 -simple eigenvalue,x 0 l x 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..then, for s near zero, F l s , x s has a unique small K-simple eigenvalue
Ž . Ž . Ž .m s and the sign of m s is governed by that of sl9 s . The most
important property of K-simple eigenvalues needed in the sequel is given
in the following perturbation result.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let T , K g B X, Y and assume that m is a K-simple0 0
Ž .eigen¤alue of T . Then there exists a d ) 0 such that for T g B X, Y with0
5 5 Ž . Ž .T y T - d , there is a unique m T g R with m T s m which is a0 0 0
Ž Ž . . Ž .K-simple eigen¤alue of T and N T y m T K is spanned by x T s x q0
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .x T where X s span x [ X , x T g X . Moreo¤er, m T and x T2 0 2 2 2
are unique and analytic in T.
Ž . Ž .In the next two results F, Z, x are as in Theorem 3.1, and l s , x s0
Ž .are the functions provided by Lemma 3.3. We write F s sx
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..F l s , x s , F s s F l s , x s , etc. The next result follows at oncex l l
from Lemma 3.3.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Let K g B X, Y and let 0 be a K-simple eigen¤alue of
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .F l , 0 . Then there exist open inter¤als I, J with l g I, 0 g J andx 0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆcontinuously differentiable functions g : I “ R, m: J “ R, u: I “ X, w:
Jˆ “ X such that
ˆF l, 0 u l s g l Ku l , for l g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
3.2Ž .
ˆF s w s s m s Kw s , for s g J.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er g l s m 0 s 0, u l s x s w 0 , and u l y x g Z,0 0 0 0
Ž .w s y x g Z.0
THEOREM 3.5. Let the assumption of Corollary 3.4 hold and let g , m be
Ž .the functions defined as abo¤e. Then g 9 l / 0, and near s s 0 the func-0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tions m s and ysl9 s g 9 s ha¤e the same zeroes, and, whene¤er m s / 0,
the same sign. More precisely
ysl9 s g 9 lŽ . Ž .0
lim s 1.
m ss“0 Ž .
Ž .m s /0
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Now let us define the equilibrium problem associated with problem
Ž . Ž .2.4 , 2.5 . Let
22d u du
Fˆ K , u s 2 f u q f 9 u q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 ž /ž /drdr
Ž . 2 2where f u s K cos u q K sin u and K is a fixed positive constant.1 3 3
Next we define
pˆF K , c s F K , c q .Ž .1 1ž /2
Then F: Rq= X “ Y is twice continuously Frechet differentiable for`
2Žw x. 0Žw x.the Banach spaces, X s C ln R , ln R and Y s C ln R , ln R0 1 2 1 2
Ž . ‘ 2 Žw x. since f u is a C function. Here C ln R , ln R s u g0 1 2
2Žw x. Ž . Ž . 4 kŽw x.C ln R , ln R : u ln R s u ln R s 0 and C ln R , ln R is the1 2 1 2 1 2
w xspace of k-times continuously differentiable functions on ln R , ln R1 2
equipped with the usual norm. Hence the equilibrium problem associated
Ž . Ž .with problem 2.4 , 2.5 is
F K , c s 0 3.3Ž . Ž .1
2Žw x. Ž .for K ) 0 and c g C ln R , ln R . And for each K , c satisfying the1 0 1 2 1
pŽ . Ž . Ž .equilibrium problem 3.3 , u s c q is the solution of problem 2.4 , 2.52
Ž .for this specific set of constants K , K .1 3
Remark 3.6. In our problem, X is contained in Y and the injection,
which we call i, is continuous. If we make the natural choice K s i, then
Ž .Eqs. 3.2 become the usual equations encountered in the study of linear
stability.
Ž . Ž .From Theorem 2.1, when K F K and K ) 0, problem 2.4 , 2.5 only1 3 3
has the trivial solution c ’ 0. When K ) K , the eigenvalue problem for1 3
Ž .the linear operator F K , 0 ,c 1
2 w xF K , 0 Q s lQ , Q g C ln R , ln R ,Ž . Ž .c 1 0 1 2
can be written
d2 Q
2 K q 2 K y K Q s lQ ,Ž .3 1 32dr
Q ln R s Q ln R s 0. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
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Ž .The eigenvalues of 3.4 are
n2p 2
l s y2 K y K q K ,n 3 1 3 2ž /ln R rRŽ .2 1
where n is a positive integer. Let
n2p 2
b s K q K ;n 3 3 2ln R rRŽ .2 1
Ž Ž ..  4then N F b , 0 s span Q , where Q is the nth eigenfunction of Eq.c n n n
Ž . Ž .3.4 . Since the operator F K , 0 is self-adjoint, we havec 1
ln R2w xR F b , 0 s u g C ln R , ln R : uQ dr s 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Hc n 1 2 n½ 5
ln R1
codim R F b , 0 s 1.Ž .Ž .Ž .c n
Ž . Ž .Due to the fact that F b , 0 Q s 2Q , we have F b , 0 Q fK c n n n K c n n1 1
Ž Ž ..R F b , 0 . Then by Theorem 3.1, we have the following results.c n
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.6. 1 For each positi¤e integer n, b , 0 is a bifurcationn
point.
Ž . y1Ž 4. Ž .2 For each positi¤e integer n, F 0 near b , 0 consists preciselyn
Ž Ž . Ž .. < <of the cur¤es f ’ 0 and K s , c s for s - d for some d ) 0 where1n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . 1K 0 s 0, c s s s Q q f s , K , f : yd , d “ R = Z is a C -1n n n n 1n n n
 4cur¤e, and X s span Q [ Z .n n
Now let us study the stability of these solution branches. The trivial
Ž .solution c ’ 0 is unstable if K ) b since the first eigenvalue of 3.4 is1 1
Ž Ž . Ž ..positive if K ) b . For the solution branch K s , c s , at the bifurca-1 1 1n n
Ž . Ž .tion point b , 0 , zero is a i-simple eigenvalue of F b , 0 , so by Corollaryn c n
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ3.4 there exist open intervals I , J with b g I , 0 g J and continuouslyn n n n n
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆdifferentiable functions g : I “ R, m : J “ R, u : I “ X, w : J “ Xn n n n n n n n
such that
ˆF K , 0 u K s g K u K , for K g I ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 1 n
ˆF s w s s m s w s , for s g J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Moreover g b s m 0 s 0, u b s Q s w 0 , and u K y Q gn n n n n n n n 1 n
Ž .  4Z , w s y Q g Z where X s span Q [ Z . By Theorem 3.5, then n n n n n
Ž . X Ž . XŽ . Ž .functions m s and ysK s g b have the same sign. Since g Kn 1n n n n 1
XŽ .becomes positive as K increases through b , we have that g b ) 0.1 n n n
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Ž . X Ž .Thus m s and ysK s have the same sign. By Theorem 2.1, for then 1n
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .solution branch K s , c s which bifurcates out of b , 0 , we have1n n n
Ž . Ž . < <c s s sQ q sf s for s near zero. Thus for small s , we can see thatn n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .c s has exactly n y 1 roots on ln R , ln R , where dc s rdr / 0 atn 1 2 n
Ž . 1 < <each root, since f s is a C function. Then for small s we have thatn
pŽ . Ž .c s has n extreme values and c s q is one nontrivial solution ofn n 2
Ž . Ž .problem 2.4 , 2.5 . Therefore by Theorem 2.1, we have
K s ) b .Ž .1n n
X Ž . < < Ž .Hence sK s is positive for small s ) 0. Thus m s is negative for small1n n
< < Ž .s ) 0. So the eigenvalues of the operator F sc
ˆi.e., those l s satisfying F s w s s l s w s , for s g JŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /c n n n
3.5Ž .
at s s 0 decide the stability of the solution branch bifurcating out of
Ž .b , 0 until it meets another bifurcation point along the solution branch.n
Ž . Ž .But at s s 0, eigenvalues of F s are positive for n G 2 since 3.5c
Ž .becomes 3.4 when s s 0. Therefore the solution branch bifurcating out
Ž .of b , 0 is another stable solution branch.1
Ž .THEOREM 3.7. For the problem 3.3 the solution branch bifurcating out
Ž . Ž . 4of b , 0 and part of tri¤ial branch K , 0 : 0 - K - b are stable.1 1 1 1
pHence in conclusion, u ’ is stable if 0 - K - b . Also the solution1 12
branch consisting of solutions with one extrema is also stable for problem
Ž . Ž .2.4 , 2.5 , but the other solution branches are unstable.
w xRemark 3.8. In Cladis and Torza’s experiments 4 , the ratio of radii is
less than 4. Then by the condition for the nonexistence of nontrivial
solution K r K y K p G ln R rR , we have the sufficient condi-' Ž .Ž .3 1 3 2 1
Ž . Ž .2tion K r K y K G ln 4rp . The right hand side constant is less than3 1 3
1 , so the sufficient condition for the nonexistence of a nontrivial solution5
is K rK - 6. Let us now consider the material constants K of the liquid1 3 i
w xcrystal CBOOA, used in Cladis and Torza 4 , which has a smetic A-nematic
transition. The pretransitions in the nematic phase are expected to drive
K toward a large positive value as temperature decreases to the transition3
w xtemperature. These have been observed by a number of investigators 3 .
w xFrom the observed values of K and K for CBOOA in 3, p. 308 , the1 3
condition K rK - 6 is satisfied for a wide range of temperatures in the1 3
nematic phase. Hence, the results from the Ericksen]Leslie continuum
x yŽ .theory agree with the equilibrium configuration , of nematic liquidr r
w xCBOOA between two fixed cylinders in Cladis and Torza 4 .
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